
A Zellis Company

One organisation. 9,500 
employees. Countless 
pensions and benefits. 
Three months… 
Challenge accepted. 

With a long history of embracing the 

future through digital progress, one 

organisation – an IT services provider 

with 200 locations and nearly 10,000 

employees – found their benefits system 

outdated for their innovative organisation.

IT services: 
Streamlining benefits with innovative tech



When this IT company partnered with Benefex, 
they had great employee benefits in place, but 
a confusing in-house system which didn’t mirror 
the organisation’s innovative success in the digital 
space. Their flexible benefits system was serving 
a purpose, but not delivering that exceptional 
employee experience.

Background to the previous systems:
 y The organisation had many business facets and grows by acquisition

 y Their workforce is widespread and diverse

 y They go through 5-10 TUPE transfers every single year

 y So, their 9,500 employees were all on slightly different pension plans

 y They had several variations of each of their benefits (depending on 

the employee’s status and previous benefits before acquisition)

 y They had an assortment of terms and conditions across each 

pension plan and benefit variation

 y Their platform didn’t harmonise these Ts & Cs, so all variations were 

visible to all employees

 y This made it difficult for employees to view and figure out which 

pensions and benefits were applicable to them

What 
challenges were 
they facing?

What were they 
looking to achieve?
The IT giant weren’t aiming to completely overhaul their benefits, but 
they wanted to make the most of their current offering through the best 
of the best HR technology. For Year One, they had a clear set of goals:

Deliver a wonderful 

employee experience

Bring all benefits and 

administration onto 

Benefex’s OneHub platform

Introduce advanced analytics 

to view real-time engagement 

during enrolment and beyond

Harmonise terms 

and conditions

Dramatically reduce 

administration

Improve employees’ understanding 

of their total reward package
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…All in three months

Could we deliver this for them? Of course we could!
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A hard-working partnership
The demands of migrating the company’s offering  

and existing providers onto Benefex’s OneHub platform 

would require all parties to really hit the ground running. 

And so, pretty quickly, a perfect partnership was formed 

between Benefex’s team and the heads of HR at the info 

tech powerhouse.

Together, they ran several benefits workshops to see what 

was on the existing system, what further information the 

various benefits providers could supply, and identify any 

gaps which needed filling. Benefex were able to slot the 

organisation’s existing benefits into OneHub’s benefits design, 

and adapt other Marketplace designs to the business’ 

specific requirements. They also made good use of Benefex’s 

broking team to bring on new benefits and complete  

their offering. All this tied together ensuring consistency  

in the level of information available on the platform,  

with improved employee experience with the inclusion of 

videos, accessibility transcripts and easy-to-access FAQs.

Pension and benefits consolidation
Because of the various TUPE transfers and acquisitions,  

there were 45 different pension plans and structures in  

place at the company.

This, coupled with the assortment of benefit strands and 

providers meant that some serious streamlining had to 

be done to ensure a better employee experience. After 

conducting some analysis, Benefex’s consultants found that – 

with no negative affect to any employees – the 45 pensions 

plans could be condensed into three categories which every 

employee could fit into comfortably. It was the same with 

benefits – some were tremendously complex when in actual 

fact, Benefex could find a simpler solution for each.

Here’s where the tech comes in
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This means that when 
employees log in, they  
see a familiar online  
shopping-style screen with 
their personalised benefits 
options laid out in front of 
them, ready for selecting, 
removing or amending within 
their own unique set of rules.

OneHub is rules-
based and can 
accommodate any 
rules thrown at it.

With the new  
streamlined  
pensions and benefits plans, 
Benefex’s implementations 
team could build individual 
rules into the system  
for each variation of 
pension or benefit.

Even with the  
streamlined versions,  
this was still one of the  
most complex schemes 
Benefex have built!

Then, using  
people data provided by 
the organisation, they could 
align business units, locations 
and even individuals with the 
rules that applied to them.

When the employees  
logged in, they would 
only see the pensions and 
benefits variations that they 
were personally eligible for.



Better understanding = improved engagement
Alongside this more intuitive interface, the 

information that employees receive is much 

more tailored, streamlined and relevant. 

Instead of having to search for which bits 

of information might be relevant to them, 

the complex rules engine means that 

benefits or information which isn’t pertinent 

to that employee is not viewable to them. 

Instead, they can view their eligible benefits 

individually, and under each heading, they 

will see a full description of that benefit and 

how it would affect their pay including any 

Tax and National Insurance savings.

Employees also have a much clearer idea 

of how their benefits selections affect their 

take-home pay in total. OneHub allows you 

to see a full breakdown of each benefit vs. 

your salary, and how things like increasing 

pensions contributions would affect take-

home pay. To take this even further, the 

company plan to launch Total Reward 

Statements in their second year on the 

OneHub platform to further demonstrate 

to employees the full value of their 

employment package.

But how did all of this actually 
affect engagement?
The IT group’s key target for Year One was to implement fantastic technology which would 
harmonise their disparate pensions and benefits offering. While this would inevitably have a 
positive effect on the employee experience too, we were stunned by how great their results were:

What did the employees think  
of their new platform?
HR Business Partner:

“Within a few weeks, we felt like we had a good working relationship 

with the team at Benefex – it was like we were colleagues as opposed 

to suppliers and clients, which made it easy for us to make the transfer 

from our old system onto the Benefex platform. OneHub allowed us 

to bring everything into one space, but it also gave a straightforward 

approach for employees to see their benefits and understand the full 

value of them. Plus – on a daily basis – I can look at the take up of 

benefits, engagement with the platform, and the return on investment for 

the company. The team really helped us to think about how our decisions 

would impact the look and feel of the system, and while we loved the 

technology and what it could do for us, it was the wrap-around support 

which really made us want to work with them.”

Further employee support
As with all enrolment windows, employees inevitably  

had some questions. Their HR team were under a lot of pressure  

with their previous system as it was causing confusion. With the 

improved technology, and the help of Benefex’s Employee Support 

Centre, this burden was quickly reduced; Benefex fielded all employees’ 

queries with minimal escalations to the in-house HR team; meaning HR 

could focus on employee experience rather than overwhelming admin.
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